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Abstract. A three dimensional probabilistic approach to analyzing laterally loaded piles is presented. Two typical
subsurface models are used in the analyses: the first one consists of layered linear elastic soil where each layer has a
random modulus of elasticity; while the second model takes the form of linear elastic soil with a random modulus
of elasticity that increases with depth. Efficient step by step procedures for the reliability computation involving pile
displacements are proposed. The solution is based on three-dimensional modeling by the finite element method. A
series of results has been obtained for various values of elastic parameters of the soil. Next by a non-linear
regression procedure a response surface is obtained. To get the final response surface allowing for a reliability
analysis, an iterative algorithm based on the so-called design point concept is applied. The failure criterion is
defined as the pile head displacement exceeding displacement threshold. The two cases of piles subjected to lateral
load are computed. The paper illustrates the influence of the two distinct types of subsurface variability on the
probabilistic analysis. A pronounced effect of the random variability of both the lateral force and the elastic
modulus of the upper layer on reliability indices has been shown in results of numerical examples.
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1. Introduction

A subsoil investigation using exploratory boring to

examine the geological strata usually reveals one of two

kinds of varying subsurface conditions. The first case

consists of different layers that have contrasting elastic

and strength parameters. In the second case, which is

also important from the designing viewpoint, a single

weak layer that can be considered as morphologically

homogenous is placed on a strong layer. In our work,

elastic properties of the soft strata will be assumed as

the random variables and a Young’s modulus of the

underlying stiff layer, if any occurs, will be regard as a

deterministic one. For samples from the first case,

laboratory testing produces parameters of Young’s

modulus random distributions for each particular soil

layer. Soil sampling from the second case may reveal

random elastic modulus varying with depth even

though the layer is morphologically homogenous.

Both ultimate and serviceability limit states apply

to the situation of a pile with a transverse loading

component. For the case in which ultimate limit state is

under consideration, the deciding factor is the bearing

capacity of the soil in relation to the lateral pile pressure.

The goal of this study is to show the effect of the

two types of varying subsurface conditions mentioned

above on calculation procedures evaluating the relia-

bility of a pile laterally loaded under limit serviceability

state given by condition U(Xi) Bu0. In this condition

U(Xi) denotes a displacement of a pile head dependent

on random variables Xi and u0 is an allowable threshold

with the value recommended by standards. The focus of

the paper is a single pile subjected to lateral loads.

Brinch Hansen (1961), Broms (1964a, b) and

Poulos (1971) have proposed classical solutions ap-

plied in design practice. Recent papers considering

piles subjected to lateral loads concern both bearing

capacity problems as well as pile displacement in

surrounding subsoil. Examples of important cited

works in this area include papers by Reese (1997),

Xu and Poulos (2001), Ashour and Norris (2003),

Yang and Jeremić (2005), Guo (2006), Basu et al.

(2009) and Zhang (2009). Extensive overviews of the
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computational methods within this subject are given

in the book by Reese and Van Impe (2001) as well as

in the paper by Fan and Long (2005).

Numerical methods are now the most common

tool in determining the capacity of piles under

transverse loading. Considering the relatively large

sensitivity of pile bearing capacity and displacements

on the variation of subsurface parameters as well as

loading, numerical deterministic analysis alone may be

inadequate. Relative variability of subsurface and load

conditions should be considered while including

probabilistic methods in the analysis.
A probabilistic analysis of the ultimate capacity

of laterally loaded rigid piles based on the classical

Brinch Hansen (1961) approach has been carried out

by Puła et al. (1997, 2005, 2007).

In most cases, from the point of view of the

designer, the limiting condition that governs the design

procedure is most significant. The constraints state that

the horizontal displacement at the pile head from

transverse loading as well as the maximum bending

moment must not exceed an allowable value. One of the

important contributions to addressing this problem in

conjunction with the probabilistic approach is pre-

sented in the paper by Tandjiria et al. (2000). The paper

provides a probabilistic analysis concerning the risk of

pile head displacements as well as the maximum

bending moments, which did not exceeded allowable

values. To enable the computation, relevant probability

measures using the response surface method based on

the widespread p-y curve analysis (McClelland, Focht

1956; Matlock 1970) were applied. In the evaluation,

the effect of possible changes in soil properties ‘‘with

depth’’ was incorporated. The probability distributions

of pile head displacements and of the greatest bending

moment have been estimated by means of the Monte

Carlo simulation. However, the solutions given by these

authors are restricted to a one-dimensional approach

and normal distributions of soil properties.

In the paper by Haldar and Sivakumar Babu

(2008), the properties of soil surrounding the pile have

been characterized by non-Gaussian random fields

according to the suggestions of Fenton and Griffiths

(2003, 2008). This approach allows incorporating the

spatial variability of soil parameters into reliability

computations. The numerical analysis utilized the

finite difference method and the joint probability

distributions of pile head displacements and the

maximal bending moment were evaluated by applying

the Monte Carlo method. In this case, solutions were

restricted to two-dimensions.

In the paper by Chan and Low (2009) an analysis

in the context of reliability computations were carried

out. The procedure presented involves nonlinear pile

flexural rigidity with nonlinear p-y curve analysis. The

paper investigates two modes of failure: deflection and

bending moment. The reliability computations incor-

porate the FORM (Ditlevsen, Madsen 1996) approach

and use a spreadsheet based numerical procedure. In

addition, the response surface method was applied as

an alternative supporting the reliability computations.

The study presented below shows a probabilistic

three-dimensional approach based on the linearly elastic

model. The probabilistic modeling focuses on pile head

displacements caused by lateral forces. The procedures

are relevant to the two cases of layered subsoil men-

tioned in the beginning of this introduction. Namely,

two subsurface conditions are evaluated with the first

consisting of layered linear elastic soil with each layer

having a random modulus of elasticity while the second

condition takes the form of a linear elastic soil with a

random modulus of elasticity increasing with depth. In

both cases, the pile reaches soil with good elastic and

strength parameters. The input data to calibrate the

response surface was obtained by using three-dimen-

sional modeling with the help of finite element method

(FEM). The evaluation of relevant reliability measures

was conducted using the response surface method

(Myers, Montgomery 1995) for which an especially

dedicated algorithm was constructed. Then the second

order reliability method (Hohenbichler et al. 1987) was

utilized in order to determine the results.

The two presented computations of piles subjected

to lateral load illustrate the influence of the two distinct

types of subsoil variability on the probabilistic analysis.

2. Varying subsurface elasticity parameters for the two

soil profiles

The layered subsoil used in the first numerical model,

shown in Figure 1, has a constant value of the

expected modulus of elasticity for each respective

layer. In addition, Poisson’s ratio is assumed to be

deterministic and have a constant value.

The second subsoil model under consideration

assumes that the Young’s modulus of the weak layer

increases with depth. It should be emphasized, how-

ever, that consensus is lacking in literature about

varying physical and mechanical properties with

depth. This topic is discussed in detail by Cherubini

(1997, 2000). Li et al. (1987) propose three different

models of random soil strength and mechanical

parameters varying with depth as shown in Figure 2.

In the figure, the continuous lines show expected

values and dotted ones their variability ranges:

� Type a: the average and standard deviation do

not change with depth;
� Type b: the average value changes linearly with

depth while the standard deviation remains

constant;

� Type c: the average value and standard deviation

increase linearly with depth.

The present study assumes the third type of

statistical description with the average value and
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standard deviation increasing linearly with depth. In the

model represented by Type c, Young’s modulus for the

weak layer is described by the following relationship:

E ¼ E0 þ kz; (1)

where: E0 is a random variable, lognormally distrib-

uted, describing Young’s modulus at near the surface;

k is a parameter describing the increase of the

modulus E0 and is assumed to be a random variable
with a normal distribution; z is depth. Moreover, the

expected value of the random variable E changes with

depth according to the following equation:

E E½ � ¼ E E0½ � þ E k½ �z; (2)

where: E[E] � expected value of Young’s modulus at

depth z; E[Eo] � expected value of Young’s modulus at

near the surface; E[k] � expected value of the elastic

modulus gradient.

The random variables E0 and k can be often

correlated, although, it is necessary to perform

statistical tests on samples to determine if this is the

case. As a consequence of Eq. (1), the variance of

random variable E is given by:

Var E½ � ¼ Var E0½ � þ Var k½ �z2 þ 2zCov E0; k½ �; (3)

where:

Cov E0; k½ � ¼ E E0 � E E0��½ k � E k½ ��½½f g (4)

is the covariance of random variables E0 and k. If E0

and k are uncorrelated then the coefficient of variation
of E takes the form:

nE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Var E½ �

p
E E½ �

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Var E0½ � þ Var k½ �z2

p
E E0½ � þ E k½ �z

: (5)

This way the coefficient of variation is a function

of depth.

Fig. 2. Three models of random soil strength and mechanical parameters

Fig. 1. The layered subsoil used in the first numerical model
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3. Estimating stochastic parameters of randomly

distributed variables

Stochastic parameters of randomly distributed vari-

ables can be determined by in situ subsurface testing
as well as by laboratory testing of samples obtained

from different depths.

With an adequate number of samples from each

layer, the expected value and the type of distribution

for the random variable of the modulus E can be

estimated. Due to thermodynamic limits, the random

variable of the modulus cannot take negative values.

Thus, one of the probability distributions to consider
is the lognormal distribution.

For a morphologically homogenous subsoil layer,

when the estimated elastic modulus E depends on the

sample depth, elaborating of laboratory test data is

more complex. In this study, the regression method is

used with the aid of the software tool NLIN2

(Marquardt 1966) to obtain values of stochastic

parameters for the subsurface model with Young’s
modulus varying with depth. The procedure for

getting these values is described as follows. Any

function U(X) can be estimated using nonlinear

regression model introduced by the following equa-

tion:

E Uð Þ ¼ f X;Bð Þ þ err; (6)

where: f is an elementary function having an assumed

form; E(U) is the expected value of variable U; X is a

vector with m arguments; B is a vector with k

unknown parameters of the regression model to be

calculated; and err is the random variable describing

the error in estimating the function U. The parameter
values of vector B are calculated by minimizing the

sum of squares of the difference between the value of

function Ui and its predicted value Ûi:

W ¼
Xn

i

Ui � Ûi

� �2
; (7)

for n data sets: (Ui, Xil), i�1, 2,. . ., n, l�1, 2,. . ., m.

The expected value of the random variable err is zero

and the standard deviation is calculated as follows:

rerr ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Wmin

n � k

r
: (8)

The minimum function C is most often found by

the linearization method or the method of steepest

descent (Marquardt 1963). The program NLIN2

(Marquardt 1966) used in this study employs the

latter method. For statistical elaboration of the test

data showing increase of Young’s modulus on depth

the model Eq. (1) was utilized.

The program NLIN2 treats the calculated esti-
mated parameters of regression as random variables

with a normal distribution and provides the expected

value of the modulus E0 and the gradient k along with

their respective standard deviations. In addition, the

program provides a correlation matrix of the random

variables E0 and k together with their confidence

intervals. From the confidence interval for the gradi-
ent k, it is possible to verify the dependence Eq. (1) of

the elastic modulus on depth. For the case in which

the confidence interval of the gradient k includes zero,

on assumed statistical significance level, the elasticity

of the layer may only be described by the random

variable E0 and thus the model in Eq. (1) cannot be

applied.

If the model Eq. (1) passes significance testing,
there is an additional calculation step. It is commonly

held that the modulus E0 is lognormally distributed

(Fenton, Griffiths 2008). Thus, it is necessary to

convert the modulus E0 from the obtained normal

distribution to lognormal distribution (by the method

of moments or by the least square method). The

gradient k representing the changing elastic modulus

may take a negative value meaning that Young’s
modulus decreases with depth. This is also the reason

the distribution of the gradient can be normal.

Although when performing the FEM and probability

calculations, it is necessary to check if the elastic

modulus from Eq. (1) is positive throughout layer

thickness, having varying elastic modulus.

4. Modeling using finite element analysis

When employing the response surface method (RSM)

(Myers, Montgomery 1995; Faravelli 1989) to com-
pute reliability measures of a transversely loaded pile

under serviceability limit state conditions, there is a

need to get data of the horizontal displacements at the

pile head dependent on a group of random variables

including the loading intensity, the elastic modulus,

and the gradient representing an increasing Young’s

modulus with depth. Some information can be drawn

from in situ soil testing. However, currently, numerical
modeling is used as a supporting tool in order to

obtain the required data for the response surface

method (RSM).

In this study, the example calculations will be

conducted for two soil profiles. The first calculation

model is for a loaded pile in multilayered, linear elastic

soil that has circular symmetry (see Fig. 2). The

diameter and thickness of the calculation model are
20.0 m and 15.0 m, respectively. The axis of symmetry

of the system is located at the center of a single pile

having a diameter of D�0.40 m. The pile length is

10.0 m. Transverse loading and subsequent deforma-

tion at the pile head causes the system to lose its

symmetry about the pile center. This leads to three-

dimensional modeling, although the calculation model

with the loaded pile has a single plane of symmetry.
The both FEM models are a physically nonlinear due

to possible slippage and open crack at the pile-soil

contact surface. Soil particles are glued to pile
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concrete unless cohesion due to Mohr-Coulomb slip

condition is fulfilled. No tensile stresses are allowed at

the contact surface. When shear stresses at pile-soil

interface exceed strength of the joint slippage occurs.

The first subsurface model takes the form of the

multilayered system displayed in Figure 1:

– layer 1, thickness 10.0 m, pile penetration in this

layer is 5.0 m (to bottom of pile);

– layer 2, thickness 4.0 m (pile passes completely

through);

– layer 3, thickness 1.0 m (at the ground surface).

As indicated, the applied loading and subsequent

displacement produces a plane of symmetry allowing

half of the original cylindrical model to be used in

FEM calculations with proper boundary condition for

displacement. In the model, all layers are defined as

being ideally linear elastic with mean value of Young’s

modulus E�60.0 MPa, unit weight g�18.0 kN/m3

and Poisson’s ratio n�0.25. However, for the purpose

of probabilistic computations, several computation

runs with Young’s modulus expected values varying

in the range of E�42.0 � 78.0 MPa have been carried

out for first FEM model. The pile used in the both

analyses is assumed to be a concrete pile having

following properties: unit weight g�24.0 kN/m3,

Young’s modulus Eb�30.0 GPa and Poisson’s ratio

n�0.2. The contact surface between the pile and soil

is assumed to have a coefficient of friction of m�0.3

and applied only in compression.

Three magnitudes of transverse loading F (156,

312, 468 kN) at the pile head are used to check for

linearity of a displacement-applied force relationship.

The force magnitude of 312 kN will be utilized as an

force mean value in coming reliability calculation for

the first FEM model. The displacement results from

the three loading forces, taken up to three significant

figures, are linear, although the overall physical model

is non-linear.

The pile under consideration in the second

subsoil model condition is shown in Figure 3. It is

also transversely loaded and placed at the soil cylinder

center, but in this case the subsurface has an elastic

modulus randomly increasing with depth.

Loading and boundary conditions in displace-

ments established on outer surfaces let us to simplify

the problem by using the same plane of symmetry, as

it was done in the first FEM model. In this example,

the pile head is loaded tangentially with a resultant

force of 25 kN which is half the total mean pile load of

50 kN. The pile, similar to the first model, has a

diameter of 40 cm and penetrates 10 m into the

subsurface. The subsurface in this model is composed

of two layers. The upper weak layer has a thickness of

9.0 m and is characterized by a linearly increasing

expected value of the elastic modulus with depth. The

expected value of the elastic modulus near the surface

is 4 MPa while the expected value of the gradient k is

1.6 MPa/m. The lower layer is made of a deterministic

medium with a constant elastic modulus of 80 MPa

indicating favorable geotechnical properties. The pile

penetrates 1 m into the lower layer. Both layers are

considered ideally linear elastic and have a unit weight

and Poisson’s ratio of g�18 kN/m3 and n�0.25,

respectively.

The pile properties are assumed to be equivalent to

class C25/30 concrete with a unit weight g�24 kN/m,

Young’s modulus Eb�30 GPa and Poisson’s ratio

n�0.2. In the FEM calculation the pile is discretized

Fig. 3. The pile under consideration in the second subsoil model
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by volume finite elements, so accounting for pile

bending is done automatically.

An example of a displacement distribution,

similar to both subsurface geotechnical conditions, is

depicted in Figure 4. This figure shows the deformed

pile at the center of the subsurface having the

indicated elastic properties. In the figure, the horizon-

tal scale depicting displacement is exaggerated by a

factor of 20 compared to the vertical axis.

The first calculation step in both subsoil models

is to check for linearity of force-displacement relation-

ships at the pile head for the transversally applied

force of three different magnitudes. In the first case,

force magnitudes are 156, 312 and 468 kN. The force

expected value is equal 312 kN. Two other values are

picked arbitrary, but one should be lower than force

mean value and the other higher. In the second

case for the mean loading force of 50 kN two needed

force values were equal to 75 and 100 kN and both

exceeded the expected value. As it was the case for

previous soil condition, the obtained results of the

displacements show a linear relationship with respect

to the applied load, as well. Thus, the displacement

results allow the creation of a response surface, which

is linear in relation to the applied load, although the

calculated FEM model is physically non-linear.

The second calculation step done for both FEM

model is to obtain the horizontal displacements of the

pile head for a set of Young’s modulus values.

Parameters of the random variables related to the

first FEM model are included in Table 1. Table 3

defines random variables of the second FEM model.

Horizontal displacements of the first model pile head

are calculated for the Young modulus magnitudes

51.0, 55.5, 60.0, 64.4, 69 MPa prescribed to each layer.

These values are constant throughout respective layer

and produce 125 pile head displacements. For ex-

pected value 60 MPa and fifteen percent of variability

the increment to is equal 0.5s. Classical approach to

creation of data set is to place expected value in the set

center. In the second FEM model, Young’s modulus is

constant at the surface but then increases with depth

according to the gradient. The surface modulus and

the inside gradient of the weak layer modulus are

random variables. To get the set of input data for the

second FEM model the surface modulus E0 was equal

to 3.2, 3.4, 3.6, 3.8, 4.0 MPa and values 1.28, 1.36,

1.44, 1.52, 1.6 MPa/m were assumed to gradient k.

These ranges of E0 and k random variables with

fifteen percent of their variability furnish 25 pile head

displacement results. The data sets for E0 and k have

increment of 0.35s. All calculated values are lower

than their expected one. It is intuition guided selec-

tion. The pile head displacements are calculated on

the base of 3D FEM models, formally physically

nonlinear due to possible slippage on pile soil interface

surface. An occurrence of any type of nonlinearity,

physical or geometrical, in a FEM model requires an

iterative procedure. Since the iterative process is time

consuming, the calculation is done using script written

in the language Python (Langtangen 2008) included in

the ABAQUS FEM code. The language submits

automatically 125 sets of Young’s moduli to the first

FEM model and provides increased Young’s moduli

Fig. 4. An example of a displacement distribution
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which are assigned to the particular finite element in

the second model. Then, the Python program archives

the results of each calculation done by the ABAQUS.

The displacement sets are the input data that are used

for reliability calculations. The reliability calculation is

an iterative process, as well. In each iterative step, on

the base of displacement data, a response surface is

built. The reliability calculation, involving the re-

sponse surface, defines coordinates of so-called design

point (Ditlevsen, Madsen 1996). The locations of the

design point are calculated by the COMREL program

uses the FORM or SORM method. Coordinates of a

design point are values of the random variables. Next

step of iteration involves new FEM calculations for

random variable values located in the vicinity of the

design point. On the base of the new displacement

data, a new response surface is created and a new

location of the design point is found. Iteration stops

when positions of the calculated design points are

nearly the same in the successive iteration steps.

The successive approximation steps of calcula-

tions needs also FEM calculation guided by the script

written in the language Python. These calculations

were conducted using the program ABAQUS ver. 6.7

(Hibbitt et al. 2002) with the support of a grant from

the Wroclaw Centre for Networking and Supercom-

puting, Poland.

5. The application of probabilistic calculation methods

The response surface method � (RSM) is used to

obtain a closed form expression for the dependence of

pile head displacement on the assumed random

variables in both finite element models. In both cases,

the response surface takes the form of a surface of the

third degree with random variables describing the

elastic parameters of subsurface layers. The first

calculated FEM model includes three Young’s moduli,

while the second uses two random variables to

characterize the change of Young’s modulus with

depth exclusively in the upper layer.

The varying transverse loading at the pile head

does not play an active role in determining the

coefficients describing the response surface. Three

values of the force are only used to check for linearity

of the pile head displacement-applied force relation-

ships. This is because the force is substituted into the

response surface formula after the calculation results

confirm that the horizontal displacement of the pile

head increases linearly with the applied force.
The RSM approach applied within this study

relies on numerical approximation of pile displace-

ment received from finite element analysis. In our

paper, parameters of a polynomial function, playing

role of the response surface, are found by means of

Table 1. Properties of applied variables of the first model

Parameters Expected values Coefficient of variation Probability distribution

Young’s modulus of bottom layer E1 60 MPa 0.15 lognormal

Young’s modulus of middle layer E2 60 MPa 0.15 lognormal

Young’s modulus at/very near the surface E3 60 MPa 0.15 lognormal

Applied transverse load at the pile head F 312 kN 0.10 lognormal

Acceptable displacement of pile head u0 0.015 m � nonrandom

Table 2. Determined response surfaces for consecutive iterations

Design points coordinates

E1 E2 E3 F

Iterations Polynomial coefficients MPa MPa MPa kN

B1�2.24E-2 B6�1.45E-7

B2�6.92E-6 B7�1.28E-6

1 B3��5.51E-5 B8��3.99E-8 59.4 54.8 42.0 410

B4��2.75E-4 B9��3.88E-8

B5��2.39E-8 B10�3.48E-7

B1�2.40E-2 B6�2.78E-7

B2��8.46E-6 B7�2.07E-6

2 B3��9.95E-5 B8�3.96E-12 59.0 50.9 37.7 446

B4��3.57E-4 B9�2.31E-8

B5�5.43E-8 B10�8.57E-7

B1�2.59E-2 B6�3.78E-7

B2��1.36E-5 B7�2.58E-6

3 B3��1.23E-4 B8�2.78E-8 59.1 50.7 37.4 445

B4��4.14E-4 B9�5.56E-8

B5�7.71E-8 B10�1.13E-6
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nonlinear regression method based on the Marquardt

compromise (Marquardt 1963).

Having the response surface defined as U(X), it is

possible to conduct the probabilistic computations.
As a failure criterion, it is assumed that the

limiting serviceability state condition:

U Xð ÞBu0; (9)

will not be fulfilled, where U(X) is a displacement of

the pile head and u0 is an allowable value, given by

Standards. Then the goal of the analysis is to

determine the failure probability:

pF ¼ P U Xð Þ > u0f g; (10)

where the vector X consists of random components.

For the first subsoil condition random Variables E1,

E2, E3 are the vector X components and variable E0, k

for the second one. The reliability index b can be used

as an equivalent measure of the failure probability. It
is related to the probability defined in Eq. (10) by the

relationship:

pF ¼ U0 �bð Þ; (11)

in which F0 represents the cumulative distribution

function of the standard normal distribution.

The methods FORM and SORM (Hohenbichler

et al. 1987; Ditlevsen, Madsen 1996), commonly

employed tools in structural reliability theory are

used for estimating measures in Eqs (10) and (11).

The most essential part of this method is determining
the coordinates of the design point y*, which is located

on the limit state surface:

x : U xð Þ ¼ u0f g; (12)

and whose distance to the origin of the coordinate

system after probabilistic transformation (Hochen-

bichler et al. 1987; Ditlevsen, Madsen 1996), is the

shortest. The largest amount of ‘‘probability mass’’ is

concentrated near the design point, so its location

enables to approximates the probability in Eq. (10).

The final location of the design point is found
through an iterative process by observing changes in its

position related to successive response surfaces. The

first response surface roughly estimates its coordinates.

The better evaluation of a design point location is done

on the next RS built on the base of head displacements

calculated for random values taken near the design

point already calculated. When the next approxima-

tion of the design point location for a new response
surface does not greatly change its position, the

calculation is completed and the last response surface,

as well the last position of design point is accepted.

Our study uses the following iteration procedure,

which is a modification of the algorithm proposed by

Bauer and Puła (2000).

The approximate range of variation of the ran-

dom variables for MES calculation can be determined
based on their expected values. Given the expected

values of particular variables, one may assume that an

approximate interval of their variation is twice their

standard deviation of length with the expected value in

the centre, for each variable. Assuming the increment of

the variable with the value of one-half the standard

deviation of the random variable, it is possible to obtain

five values of each random variable. If one can predict
intuitively the location of the design point in relation

to the expected values, then five values of random

variables can be selected assuming smaller than 0.5s

increment. For example, the increment may be equal to

0.35s and picking could be started from the expected

value in the direction given from intuition. In former

statement s denotes the standard deviation of the

random variable under consideration. The procedure
based on intuition can reduce the number of iterations.

Selecting random variables of material constants

from their range of variation produces (through finite

element analysis) 125 pile head displacement values

for the first reliability iteration related to the first

FEM model and 25 for the second one. The displace-

ment values concerns are needed to create the starting

response surfaces for both subsoil condition. The
FEM calculations are a part of first iteration step of

reliability analysis.

Introducing into the response surface random

variable F, which is the horizontal force applied into

the pile’s head the function U takes the following

form, for the first model:

U F ;E1;E2;E3ð Þ ¼ F

E½F �
�
B1 þ B2E1 þ B3E2 þ B4E3þ

B5E2
1 þ B6E2

2 þ B7E2
3 þ B8E1E2þ

B9E1E3 þ B10E2E3

�
;

(13)

Table 3. Characteristics of variables involved in the second

problem

Parameters

Expected

values

Coefficient

of variation

Probability

distribution

Young’s modulus

for layer E0

4.0 MPa 10%,

20%

lognormal

Parameter k

describing the

increase of

Young’s

modulus with

depth for the

layers

1.6 MPa 7.5%

10%

15%

20%

normal

Transverse load on

pile head F

50 kN 10%

15%

lognormal

Acceptable

displacement of

pile head u0

0.010 m � nonrandom
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and the following one for the second model:

UðF ;E0; kÞ ¼ F

E½F �
ðB1 þ B2E0 þ B3k þ B4E2

0þ

B5k2 þ B6E0kÞ; (14)
where E[F ] stands for expected value of the force F

and Bi are parameters to be calculated. With the above

regression models, the nonlinear regression program
NLIN2 can be used to determine the estimates bi of

the parameters Bi for F equal to E[F]. Estimation of Bi

magnitudes must be done for the starting and the

successive response surfaces. Both response surfaces

from the two subsurface profiles are linear regression

models from the stand point of estimation Bi para-

meters, although the response surface model is non-

linear concerning the random variables. In addition to
linearity on Bi and nonlinearity to random variable,

the dependence of displacement U on force F is a

linear one:

– The response surfaces U(F, E1, E2, E3) and

U(F, E0, k) of the starting approximation obtained

by means of this method are then substituted into

Eq. (12), producing the limit state surfaces;

– Next, using the FORM or SORM method one

finds the two design points y* that one lays on
the response surface (13) and another on sur-

faces (14);

– The above procedure should be repeated in the

vicinity of the last obtained design points with

reduced range of the random variables to their

standard deviations. This requires 27 FEM

calculations of pile head displacements for the

first model of Figure 1 and 9 for the second one
of Figure 3. The new sets of the coefficients for

Bi must also be determined for these new pile

head displacement values. The new Bi para-

meters define response surfaces of the second

iteration step and the new positions of the design

points.

The coordinates of the design points determined

by this method appeared accurate enough for the third

step of iteration involving the third form of the

response surface determined based on the first FEM

model and for the second model, already the second

response surface was the final one. In conducting the

probabilistic calculations for the second FEM model,
the intuition to predict the general location of the

design point was used. This simplification speeded up

computations by decreasing number of iteration steps.

6. Results of the probabilistic calculations

Final response surfaces described in the previous

section are a basis in evaluating probability measures
defined by Eqs (10) and (11). The first calculated

example related to FEM three layer model shows how

to obtain the final form of the response surface of

Eq. (13) by iteration of the design point location. The

final response surface and design point location

enables to define the sensitivity coefficients, which

describes the contribution of each random variable to
the reliability index beta. In order to determine which

subsurface layer influences the reliability index to the

greatest extent, the expected values of Young’s mod-

ulus for the three layers is assumed to have the same

expected value of 60 MPa and the same variability. The

assumptions concerning the probabilistic properties of

the random model parameters are displayed in Table 1.

All random variables are treated as stochastically
independent. The values of Poisson’s ratio are as-

sumed to be nonrandom because their randomness in

many elasticity studies was determined to be negligible

(Puła, Wyjadłowski 1999). It is assumed that response

surfaces take a polynomial form presented by Eqs (13)

and (14) as it was stated in Section 5. A satisfying

convergence applied to the first FEM model was

achieved in three iteration steps. Table 2 displays the
coordinates of the design points as well as the

polynomial coefficients of the response surfaces that

were obtained in each of the three iteration steps. As

shown in the Table 2, the design point coordinates in

iterations 2 and 3 are very similar. Thus, the procedure

is finished after the third iteration. The response

surface obtained in the third step is applied to the

limit state surface Eq. (12) in order to calculate the
probability Eq. (10) and the corresponding reliability

index b leads to the following result:

pF ¼ 5:49 
 10�7; b ¼ 4:87:

In this type of problem, the sensitivity of the reliability
index on the variation of each random variable is

particularly relevant. From the presented results in

Figure 5, resulting from the above computations it is

evident that the random variable of the applied

transverse force F is most meaningful. The sensitive

coefficient related to force F is equal to �0.741947.

Minus means that an increase of the force F produces

a decrease in value of index b among the subsurface
parameters, the variation of the modulus E3 in the top

layer is the most significant even though the thickness

of this layer is assumed to be only 1.0 m. The sensitive

Fig. 5. Computation results
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coefficient of 0.634224 magnitude related to the

E3 modulus means that the top layer contributes the

most to the index beta value.

The second calculated example analyses the influ-

ence of the coefficients of variation of the random

variables on the probability of pile failure. In addition to

reliability indices obtained for uncorrelated random

variables, the sensitivity coefficients were analysed.

Then an influence of correlation of the variables on

the reliability index of the horizontally loaded pile was

examined. For this case, the calculations were conducted

for the following random variables: applied transverse

force, F, Young’s modulus, E0, of the surface value

and the subsoil parameter k describing the increase

in Young’s modulus with depth. The assumptions

concerning the probabilistic properties of the random

parameters in the model are presented in Table 3.

In the first part of the calculation, all random

variables are treated as stochastically independent. In the

next part, the correlation between the random variable

Young’s modulus, E0, and the gradient of the modulus

parameter k is assumed to be positive and negative with

the values of r��0.50, r��0.50, r��0.75.
The values of Poisson’s ratio are nonrandom

because their randomness in many elastic studies was

found to be negligible (Puła, Wyjadlowski 1999). The

response surfaces take the form of a polynomial with

three variables of the third degree in the form of Eq.

(14) according to the procedure presented in Section 5.

A satisfying convergence was achieved in two itera-

tions. Table 4 displays the coefficients obtained from

the iterations.
Table 5 displays results of the reliability index

and probability of failure for two different sets of

coefficients of variation for each random variable. The

random variables in the examples were stochastically

independent. Also shown are the coordinates of design

points. The last three columns display the sensitivity

coefficients of each variable with the sum of their

squares equaling to 1.

The sensitivity coefficients provide information as

to which random variable has the largest influence on

the reliability index (probability of failure). It is evident

that the random variable of the applied force has the

largest influence on the reliability index, even though

the assumed variation of the other random variables are

relatively large. Among the two parameters character-

izing Young’s modulus, the random variation of the

modulus values at the surface E0 are most important.

Naturally, a substantial increase in the coefficient of

variation causes a decrease in the reliability index and

also changes the coordinates of the design point.

Table 6 presents the reliability index b regarding

different values of the coefficient of variation for

independent random variables E0 and k.

Table 7 displays the reliability indices b from the

correlated random variables E0 and k. The effect of

the positive and negative correlation of variables E0

and k is clearly evident in Table 7. This positive

correlation decreases the reliability indices and prob-

ability of failure is larger. On the other hand, negative

correlation increases reliability indices and probability

of failure goes down. Both results are in good

agreement with the intuition.

7. Concluding remarks

This paper describes efficient procedures for the prob-

abilistic three-dimensional analysis of pile displacements

under lateral forces. The procedures are relevant to the

two analysed subsurface models. Namely, the first one

consists of layered linear elastic soil with each layer

having a random modulus of elasticity. The second

model taking the form of a linear elastic soil with a

random modulus of elasticity increasing with depth.

In the both models, the conjunction of the 3-D

FEM schemes with the response surface method,

supported by the design point concept enabled the

analysis of a non-trivial three-dimensional problem

involving subsurface changes with depth.

Table 4. Calculated response surface coefficients

Iteration B1 B2 B3

1 0.22894 0.35919 �0.34252

2 0.23580 0.38686 �0.37038

Iteration B4 B5 B6

1 0.020784 0.022110 0.038634

2 0.023439 0.024741 0.044512

Table 5. Example results with the sensitivity coefficients

Coordinates of the

calculation point

Coefficients

of variation b pF E* k* F*

nF�10%

nE�10%

nk�10%

2.485 6.47E-03 3.54977 1.52557 49.3129

nF�15%

nE�20%

nk�20%

1.53 6.30E-02 3.3253 1.48291 47.3704

Sensitivity coefficients

Coefficients

of variation b pF aE ak aF

nF�10%

nE�10%

nk�10%

2.485 6.47E-03 0.463 0.188 �0.866

nF�15%

nE�20%

nk�20%

1.53 6.30E-02 0.551 0.242 �0.799
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The two described cases of the transversely loaded

pile illustrate the influence of two types of subsurface

profiles on the method of conducting probabilistic

calculations. The most important difference is in the

elaborating of test data obtained from subsurface

investigations. In the first case, it is enough to confirm

through the use of appropriate tests that the treatment of

the elastic modulus as a random variable with a

lognormal distribution cannot be excluded. In the

second case, the regression method must be used for

determining the normal distribution parameters for the

appropriate model of varying with depth expected values

of Young’s modulus. In the described second example,

the change in Young’s modulus with depth is linear,

although it is also possible to describe the relationship

with a polynomial of the second or higher degrees.

Both pile example calculations using the applied

methods of reliability theory required the following

five steps:

– Perform a subsurface investigation including

sample collection;

– Analyse the results from the subsurface investi-

gation by statistical and regression methods;
– Conduct the predictive calculation with the aid

of the FEM model;

– Create the response surface of the first approx-

imation;

– Conduct the probabilistic calculation with the

goal of determining the location of the design

point for the first and second response surfaces

as well as the reliability index for the final
response surface.

Creating the response surface of the first and

second approximation again required the regression

program, for example NLIN2. The probabilistic

computations for determining the coordinates of the

design point, reliability index, and sensitivity coeffi-

cient of each random variable were completed with the

help of the FORM and SORM methods.

The obtained results of piles under horizontal

loading can be evaluated from the point of view of the

designer. In this case, the most important calculated

parameter is the reliability index. Recommended

values for the index by ISO Standard 2394:1998

(1998) are presented in Table 8.

They should be applied for limit states of service-

ability. The Code recommends values of the reliability

indices concern the cost of assured safety and the

consequences of failure. The reliability indices beta

shown in Table 8 may be used to evaluate the appro-

priateness of the pile design in the specific subsurface

conditions. Taking into account the recommendations

of the ISO Code, we may come to the conclusion that

the calculated magnitude of the reliability index b�
4.87 for the first FEM model is to high. Thus, the pile

design in these conditions should be modified with the

goal of reducing the value of the reliability index

according to the specific value listed in Table 8.
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